8 ARTISTIC PROGRAMS UPDATED: NEW DECORATION FEATURES!
AirBrush 5.5, Charcoal 3.0, Draw 6.0, OilPaint 7.0, Pastel 4.0, Points 4.0, Sketch 20,
Watercolor 3.0

February 20, 2018 — AKVIS announces the update of 8 artistic programs available as
plugins and standalone applications: AirBrush, Charcoal, Draw, OilPaint, Pastel, Points,
Sketch, and Watercolor. The new versions offer the updated Texture Library, new
Random Patterns frame, some interface changes, and other improvements. Each
program can be purchased individually or in AKVIS Artistic Bundle at only half the price.
AKVIS offers an impressive range of software products for creating super-realistic artistic
effects. Using these digital drawing and painting tools you don't need to be a great artist
to produce great works of art! Just load a photo and observe its transformation into a
masterpiece!
The programs imitate the most popular drawing and painting techniques:
AKVIS AirBrush turns photos into expressive airbrush paintings.
AKVIS Charcoal creates lifelike charcoal and chalk drawings.
AKVIS Draw imitates hand drawn pencil sketches and line art drawings.
AKVIS OilPaint creates amazing oil paintings from photos.
AKVIS Pastel produces wonderful pastel paintings.
AKVIS Points generates inspiring and colorful pointillism paintings.
AKVIS Sketch turns photos into pencil sketches.
AKVIS Watercolor makes the photos look like watercolor paintings.
The new versions provide the updated Texture Library, new Random Patterns feature in
the Frame tab, various interface improvements, support for new RAW files, and other
changes.
Free trial versions are available for download at akvis.com.
The programs run on Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 8.1, 10; Mac OS X 10.7-10.11 and macOS
10.12-10.13. All of them are available as Photoshop compatible plug-ins and as
standalone applications.
Customers who bought or upgraded their licenses during the last 12 months can update
to the new versions for free. Users whose licenses are older and are not valid for the
latest versions can update each program for $14.95 or update all of the products at once
for only $39.95.
AKVIS artistic programs can be purchased as separate products at prices starting from
$49 or all together in the AKVIS Artistic Bundle with 50% discount.
AKVIS (akvis.com) specializes in development of video & image processing software.
Since the company's launch in 2004, it has released a number of successful products:
standalone applications and Photoshop plugins for Windows and Mac.
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